CP/RTI/2018/555

Shri Gurnek Singh Brar
1, Ranjit Bagh
Opp. Modi Mandir
Patiala-147004

Date: 20th November 2018


Dear Sir,

This has reference to your online RTI request dated 20th October, 2018 for providing information under RTI Act, 2005.

It is informed that the information sought vis-à-vis "PRAGATI" meeting held on 25.4.2018 is available publicity at website link – https://pragati.nic.in/pragati/loginPage#nb. Minutes of meeting are also attached at Annexure-I.

First Appeal, if any, against the reply of CPIO may be made to the first appellate Authority within 30 days of the receipt of the reply of CPIO. Details of Appellate Authority at Corporate Centre, Gurgaon, under RTI Act, 2005 is as below:

Shri Sanjeev Singh,
Executive Director (CMG) & Appellate Authority
Corporate Centre, Power Grid Corporation of India Limited
“Saudamini”, Plot No. 2, Sector-29, Gurgaon – 122007, Haryana.
Email ID: sanjeev@powergridindia.com
Phone No. 0124-2571962

Thanking you,

भवदीय,

(अजय होलानी)

वरिष्ठ महाप्रबंधक (के.आ.) एवं के.लो.सू.अधिकारी

Email ID: cpio.cc@powergrid.co.in
1. ISSUES RELATED TO EX-SERVICEEMEN

- Ministry/Department should organize meeting/ workshop with different groups to find root cause of grievance and find out permanent solution.
- Cabinet Secretary should hold a review meeting to improve grievance redressal mechanism in Defence.
- Ministry/Department should focus on technology for better efficiency and transparency.

2. FOUR LANEING OF ENO OF PANDOH BYPASS TO TAKOLI SECTION OF NH-31: 18 KM

- Government of Himachal Pradesh and Ministry of Road Transport & Highways should expeditiously remove all the structures by May, 2018 and start the work.
- All efforts should be taken to complete the project on time.

3. FOUR LANEING OF LUCKNOW-SULTANPUR SECTION OF NH-50: 123 KM

- Government of Uttar Pradesh should acquire and handover the balance land and also disburse the compensation amount expeditiously.
- Ministry of Road Transport & Highways and State Government should maintain the speed of work and aim to complete the project by January, 2019.

4. FOUR LANEING OF SINGHARA-BINJABAHL SECTION OF NH-36: 164 KM

- Government of Odisha should acquire and handover the balance land and also disburse the compensation amount expeditiously.
- State Government should also complete the balance tree cutting by 15.05.2018.
- Ministry of Environment, Forest & climate Change should expeditiously process the forest diversion proposal.
- Ministry of Road Transport & Highways and State Government should work in co-ordination and state the construction work quickly.
5. VIZIANAGARAM-SAMBALPUR (TITLAGARH) 3RD LINE (BG) : 265 KM

- Government of Odisha should quickly acquire and handover 9.5 acre land as requested by Ministry of Railways.
- Government of Andhra Pradesh should quickly acquire and handover 88 acre land as requested by Ministry of Railways.
- Ministry of Railways should complete survey and submit balance land acquisition proposal to Government of Odisha by 31.08.2018 and to Government of Andhra Pradesh by 30.06.2018.
- Ministry of Railways should also submit the forest diversion proposal to Government of Odisha by 31.08.2018.

6. MUMBAI-AHMEDABAD HIGH SPEED RAIL PROJECT: 508 KM

- Government of Gujarat should acquire and handover the required land by 15.11.2018.
- Governments of Gujarat and Maharashtra should expeditiously process/submit the proposal of forest clearance.
- Ministry of Railways should speed up training school and terminal work.

7. AHMEDABAD METRO RAIL PROJECT (PHASE-I): 36 KM

- Government of Gujarat should acquire balance land by 31.05.2018.
- State Government should also expeditiously rehabilitate balance project affected families.
- Government of Gujarat in co-ordination with Ministry of External Affairs should expedite availability of rolling stock.
- Government of Gujarat should speed up execution and aim to start the metro rail by September, 2018.

8. CONSTRUCTION OF NEW AIRPORTS AT GORAKHPUR, MANGALAGIRI, CHANDIGARH, AND BILASPUR
• Government of Uttar Pradesh should expeditiously complete demolition work, EIA clearance and master plan.

• Government of Andhra Pradesh should expeditiously complete structural removal work and master plan.

• Government of Assam should complete the land filling work by 30.11.2018.

• Ministry of Health and Family Welfare should submit the master plan by 31.08.2018 to Government of Himachal Pradesh.

• Ministry of Road Transport & Highways in co-ordination with State Governments should speed up the execution work.

9. Extension of Vizag-Mangaluru Pipeline from Vizag to Dharmapuri and construction of Marketing Terminal at Dharmapuri

• Ministry should resolve the issue of RoU quickly.

• Government of Tamil Nadu and Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas should acquire the land expeditiously.

• Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas and Government of Tamil Nadu should expeditiously process/submit the proposal for environmental clearance for Dharmapuri terminal and consent to establish.

• Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas and Government of Andhra Pradesh should expeditiously process/submit the proposal for forest clearance and environmental clearance.

10. 400kV D/C Teesta (III)-Kishanganj Transmission Line - 214 EM

• Government of West Bengal should submit the proposal for forest clearance by 15.05.2018.

• Government of Sikkim should remove the structures/encroachments by 31.05.2018.

• Ministry of Power and State Governments should work in coordination to ensure completion of the project by September, 2018.

II. Rajmahal Expansion GC Project 17 MW

• Government of Jharkhand should expeditiously handover the tenancy land required urgently in Taljhari and Bansdiha villages.
• Ministry of Coal and Government of Jharkhand should shift/rehabilitate balance project affected families.

• Ministry of Coal should ensure to increase the production.

13. PRADHAN MANTRI KRISHI SIKSHA YOJANA – PER DROP MORE CROP

• Ministry/Department should ensure that a case study by third party institution be done by 31.07.2018 to analyze the benefits in terms of all parameters (input cost, fertilizer, labour etc.) to the farmers of the states who promoted the drip/micro irrigation.

• G/o Maharashtra has implemented this scheme nicely. D/o Agriculture Cooperation & Farmers Welfare along with the concerned officers of G/o Maharashtra should visit other states to implement the scheme in the similar way.

• G/o Gujarat has conducted a case study through IIM, Ahmedabad on the scheme. It should be shared with M/o Agriculture and other states/UTs.

• States/UTs should focus on spending money of MNREGA exclusively on water conservation/ rain water harvesting from April to June every year.

14. NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP AND SCHOLARSHIP FOR HIGHER EDUCATION OF SCHEDULED TRIBE STUDENTS

• M/o Tribal Affairs should ensure to transfer the amount to the beneficiary on time.

• Ministry should enhance the use of technology for better implementation of the scheme.

• Ministry should explore adding more institutions under this scheme.

• Ministry should ensure that students benefitted from this scheme must complete the course.

• Cabinet Secretary may hold a review meeting on the scheme to resolve the issues.

REGARDING PRAGATI MEETING

• Honorable Prime Minister congratulated all participants on completion of 25th sitting of PRAGATI.

He stressed that it is a symbol of co-operative federalism
and to break the tendency of working in silos. He requested all to provide suggestions to improve PRAGATI for development of Nation. He emphasized that PRAGATI meeting will continue but Ministries/Departments/States/UTs should focus on completing their responsibilities and work in full co-ordination and should not keep waiting for PRAGATI meetings to resolve the issues.

* * *